
Why so much hate toward your peers ? We are all brothers and sisters, black,
arab and white.

In France, racism toward black people still exist. In France, we, black people,
are associated with robbers. In France, we, black people, are considerate as infe-
rior. In France, we, black people, undergo bad treatments. In France, the police
mostly control black people, if we are not accompanied by white people. Some-
times, we, black people, are humiliated and killed without reasons. In what society
black and arab people are considerated as criminals ? In what society the cops are
killing peoples because of the color of their skin instead of protecting them? Is
this a country ruled by the laws ? Is this the french liberty, equality and fraternity ?

We, exiled, left our countrys in war, under dicatures, under police violence, and
slaughter, to move to countries ruled by liberty, equality, fraternity, as France. We,
exiled, have walked, came by boats, by fly, to land in this country of liberty, equa-
lity, fraternity, in this land of asylum . We, exiled, have found the opposite of what
we expected. The police controls us inside the train, the bus, the metro, without
a reason. We are put in CRA (administrative detention centers), a prison, as soon
as we arrive in France. We are undressed at the prefecture. We are not listened
to when we call the 115. If we run away from our countries, from the mess, it’s
not to take some vacation. There is no place for us, exiled, in France. Is this the
french liberty, equality and fraternity ?

We, exiled and black people, want to integrate a community to live in, but also
to disintegrate the french colonial values.

Babacar Gueye was black and exiled. Babacar was killed by the police, in
Rennes, on the third of December 2015. If France is a country ruled by the law,
we exiled ans black people from Rennes, want the truth and the justice for Ba-
bacar, We call to join the commemorative walk of Babacar’s death on the first of
december in Rennes.
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